
Rules and Regulations

Task 1: Rules of Driving

Activity 1: Listening

Welcome to a practice listening for the ISE 1, listening task 1.

You are going to hear a talk about the rules of driving. You will hear the talk twice. As you
listen, write down some notes about what you hear, if you want to. I will ask you six
questions on some facts about the rules of driving. Are you ready?

Audio Script
If you drive, you will probably already know the rules of driving. For example, you mustn’t
drink and drive because it is very dangerous. Also, you have to wear your seatbelt. Many
drivers know that they aren’t permitted to speed. You need to drive within the speed limit in
order to not get a fine. Something that also isn’t allowed is to talk on the mobile phone and
drive at the same time because of the accidents that can happen. Drivers were doing this
before and a lot of people died in those accidents. Don’t forget that you might want to stop
driving for 20 minutes every two hours or if you have driven up to 150 kilometers. It is
important to drive safely and that is why if you sign up to a driver's school, you learn the right
way to drive. New drivers that are going to drive soon, would rather be taught in a good
driver’s school so that they can learn all the rules.

Now I will ask you some questions. You only need to answer in a few words.

This is the end of listening task 1.

Questions & Answers:

Which two things must you never do
together because it’s not safe?

drink and drive / drinking and driving

What must you put on when you get in the
car?

(a) seatbelt

When can you get a ticket? drive too fast / past the speed limit / don’t
drive within the speed limit

Can you tell me what can happen if you use
the mobile phone when driving?

(you can have) an accident / have an
accident

How often must you rest when driving? Every two hours / (have driven) 150
kilometers / after 150 kilometers

Where should drivers learn to drive? (a) driver school / (a) driver’s school

Marks: +_ / +6



Activity 2: Reading

Find grammar in the audio script and highlight it, writing behind the grammar: For example:
You must know that… = You must [modal verb: must] know that
Grammar list:

● Present Perfect
● Because
● Because of
● Will for future use: will probably // will surely // will likely
● Adverbial quantities: a lot // much // many
● Expressions of preferences: I prefer // I would rather // I’d rather
● Zero Conditional
● First Conditional
● Past Continuous
● Modal verb: must
● Modal verb: Might
● Semi-modal verb: have to
● Semi-modal verb: need to
● Infinitive of Purpose: in order to // so as to

Once you have found all the grammar, write down some vocabulary and ideas in the
audioscript.
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Activity 3: Writing

Write a letter to your friend (100 to 130 words) about a time you were in a car or bus and the
rules of driving weren’t being followed:

>> Say what happened
>> Explain what could have been the consequences and
>> What might the driver do better better next time

Plan your writing with the grammar, writing format, and ideas from the writing prompt before
starting.



Activity 4: Speaking

Now, think about having a two minute conversation about: What are the rules of driving in
your country? You can use ideas from the listening activity and/or add your own ideas.

What ideas can you use?
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What questions can you ask?
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